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Around the school…
It is great to see our Foundation students moving around the school with confidence. There are
new friendships across the school created by the buddy program, a lot of buddy play at playtime
and buddy learning in the in class sessions. I am sure that the buddies are a great comfort to the
new students and that the buddies are enjoying their STAR status!
Music, music, music!
Peter and Jasmine have returned to continue their music lessons. These lessons are on Wednesdays
this year and include vocals, keyboard, guitar and drums. If you are interested but not yet enrolled,
please follow the link to Epic Music School http://epicmusicschool.com.au/
Brass instrument lessons are being offered through Alexandra Secondary School with Nick. This is a
small group and is at capacity at the moment. Nick tells me that the students started off brilliantly
(although the reviews from passers-by varied!). We are looking forward to public performances
from these groups throughout the school year!
Cleaning up!
The students will be joining the Lions Club in the Clean Up Australia event in Alexandra on Friday.
We are very excited to be partnering the Lions and believe that the Lions Club message of ‘Be a part
of the change. Be inspired. Make a difference’ fits well with our own school values. We welcome
parent help on the day, please speak to your
teacher child’s if you are interested!
Keep in touch
Please remember to keep in touch with the
school. Our Sentral parent portal makes it
easy to register your child absent, our
Facebook page keeps you up to date with
cool photos and other reminders and our
teachers can be contacted via the front office
or our email address:
alexandra.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au.
Have a great week! Vicky
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Thank you!

STAR OF THE WEEK
Abigail Wise

Thank you to the families who have been in to listen
to reading, make toast for breakfast with Dylan,
coordinate Book Club, assist with sports and
volunteer for Parents Club and School Council. Your
contribution to our school is both valued and
valuable!
We would not be the fabulous learning community
we are without you!

Abigail is a friendly
and kind student who
always does her best.
She is a fabulous learner
and a great role model to
her peers. We are proud to have you
in our learning community Abigail.
You are a STAR!

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Prep

Indigo Russell for her consistent effort and great attitude towards her school work. Indigo,
every day you come to school with a smile on your face ready to learn and ready to help anyone
with their learning if they need it. Keep being AWESOME Indigo!

1/2A

Jack Peters for expressing his AMAZING knowledge of nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives. Jack
was able to explain to other students the difference between verbs and adverbs. He was friendly
and helpful towards his peers when giving them his own explanation on how to remember
adverbs. Jack you are a word warrior!

2/3A

Phoebe Kidd for the fantastic 'sizzling start' that she wrote for a recent narrative, based on the
theme 'A Mess'. Phoebe, it was interesting how your character confused the alarm clock for a
smoke alarm and humorous how they got dressed so quickly that they put their clothes on
backwards. What a terrific beginning to your story!

3/4A

Saxon Macdonald for trying his absolute best during Writer's Workshop and writing an
entertaining narrative with a super sizzling start! Your narrative had an orientation, problem and
solution, as well as some exciting superhero characters who save the day. A top effort, Saxon!
Keep up the good work!

4/5A

Ella Dean for your captivating story writing. Your use of adjectives and adverbs made for
interesting reading about Sid the Sloth in your narrative writing. Keep up the good work.

5/6A

Jasper Farkashazy for amazing Maths thinking when explaining regrouping of numbers. I love how
your thinking showed excellent Maths language and you were able to set out your work well,
working with large numbers. Fabulous work Jasper. Keep it up.

Drama

Harriet Brady for remembering her "Mini Alice" lines from our 'Alice in Wonderland' 2018
Production. Harriet also memorised and can recite the entire script from 'The Grufffalo Musical.'
Harriet, I'm astounded by your memory and your expression in Drama. "Curiouser and curiouser"
as Alice would say!

Art

Olenka Sawicki for creating an outstanding Picasso-style portrait with outline, shapes and bright
colours. Olenka also followed instructions carefully throughout the entire Art lesson and packed
up pastels for other students. Congratulations Olenka!

Japanese

Juliet Kirkpatrick has shown her strong speaking skills in Japanese. She has asked the teacher
"where would you like to go during Easter holiday?" and told she “would like to go to QLD." How
impressive is that! Well done, Juliet!!

House Athletics
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Our Grade 3-6 students took part in House Athletics at Leckie Park on Monday. It
was a fantastic day, where all students got involved and gave both track and field
events a go to earn points for their House. It was fantastic to see our kids showing
the School Values and cheering for each other. There were many personal bests and
enthusiastic support for others, regardless of the House students were in. Everyone
who participated received house points and it was great to see people being brave
and trying out events that they weren’t as confident in as well as those they loved!
Those students going on to represent our school at Cluster Athletics on the 19th of
March will be notified soon.

House Athletics
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Who
was
the
wining house of
the day?
……. Soon to be
announced.
The
competition
was tough and it’s
a close race. Stay
tuned.

A huge thank you to our parents who
volunteered their time on the day.

We just could not have run the event
without youMish Farkashazy,
Violet de Groot,
Skye Male,
Bec Hoornweg,
Sasha Barrow,
Sam Kidd,
Allan Collett &

Megan Prowse,
Kelly Golland,
Lee Coller,
Tracy Cooper,
Cliff Brady,
Dave Bowdern,
Jodie Coward.

Division Swimming—Seymour
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We would like to thank and congratulate our 12 Division swimmers who represented both our
school and themselves at swimming on Wednesday in Seymour.
Danielle
Callan

Noah
Mia C

Marli
Will

Drew
Emmie

Elise
Casey

Ashley
Mikaela
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